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Kindergarten Math 
Unit One: Numbers to 5 
Chapter 1 (3-4 weeks) 

CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2 

 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

 How do you sort objects using one attribute? 
What does it mean if objects are the same? 
What does it mean if objects are different? 
How do you read and write numbers 1 to 5? 
How do you count objects from 1 to 5? 

Unit/Content 1. About 1 and 2 
2. Finding matches 
3. Not the Same but Different:  All About 3 
4. Why is This Different? All About 4 
5. All About 5 
6. Spotting Small Differences 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. About 1 and 2 

 Count groups of 1 and 2 

 Write the numerals 1 and 2 
2. Finding matches 

 Match and sort 

 Look for sameness 

 Understand not the same 
3. Not the Same but Different:  All About 3 

 Understand different 

 Sort using a single attribute 

 Count groups of 3 

 Write the numeral 3 
4. Why is This Different? All About 4 

 Understand differences 

 Count groups of 4 

 Write the numeral 4 
5. All About 5 

 Count groups of 5 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/A/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/A/2/


Kindergarten Math 
Unit One: Numbers to 5 
Chapter 1 (3-4 weeks) 

 Write the numeral 5 
6. Spotting Small Differences 

 Spot differences between two pictures 

 Make subtle differences in two pictures 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 1) 
Numerals 1 through 5 (TR01-03, 05, 06) 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears script (TR04a and b) 
Counters 
Connecting cubes 
Attribute blocks 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Review rhyming words and name rhyming words for the words one, 
two, three, four, and five 

Science 

 The big book includes a rhyme about vegetables.  Discuss the needs 
of plants and how all of these vegetables are the same and different 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Two: Numbers to 10 

Chapter 2 (3-4 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.c 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.C.7 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you read and write numbers 0 to 9? 
How do you count objects from 6 to 9? 
How do you find a number that is one more? 
How do you find a number that is one less? 
How do you find the same number? 

Unit/Content 1. All about 6 
2. All about 7 
3. All about 8 
4. Numbers 0 to 9 
5. Pairing Sets with Numbers 
6. Pairing One-to-One 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. All about 6 

 Count from 1 to 6 

 Write numerals from 1 to 6 
2. All about 7 

 Count from 1 to 7 

 Write numerals from 1 to 7 
3. All about 8 

 Pair number names with numerals 

 Count from 1 to 8 

 Write numerals from 1 to 8 
4. Numbers 0 to 9 

 Pair number names with numerals 

 Introduce the concept of 0 

 Use 0 to 9 to tell the number of objects 

 Read and write numerals from 1 to 9 
5. Pairing Sets with Numbers 

 Pair up sets of objects with other sets of the same quantity 

 Introduce one more, one less, and the same number 
6. Pairing One-to-One 

 Pair up sets of objects one-to-one with other sets of the same 
quantity 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/A/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.C.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.C.7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/A/2/


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Two: Numbers to 10 

Chapter 2 (3-4 weeks) 
Assessments Class participation 

Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 2) 
Numerals 1 through 9 (TR01-03, 05, 06, 08-11) 
Dot Cards 
Number cubes 
Counters 
Connecting cubes 
Attribute blocks 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Review the initial sounds in the words six, seven, eight, and nine. 
Physical Education 

 Set up activity stations (possible activities: jump rope, jumping jacks, 
etc.).  Groups rotate through the stations picking number cards and 
performing the activity that corresponds to that number. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Three: Order by size, Length, or Weight 

Chapter 3 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 

 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you pair sets of objects? 
What are size, length, and weight? 
How do you order by size, length, and weight? 

Unit/Content 1. Ordering things by size 
2. Comparing sizes 
3. Ordering things by length 
4. Ordering things by weight 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Ordering things by size 

 Pair up sets of objects 

 Order objects by size 
2. Comparing sizes 

 Use comparing words 

 Pair up sets of objects 
3. Ordering things by length 

 Order objects according to length 
4. Ordering things by weight 

 Order objects according to weight 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter3) 
Student activity cards 3.1a-I 
Connecting cubes 
Student activity cards 3.4a-d 
Classroom objects 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Name objects that begin with each letter of the alphabet and 
compare the size, length, and weight of each 

Social Studies 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/A/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Three: Order by size, Length, or Weight 

Chapter 3 (1-2 weeks) 
 Relate the concepts small, medium, and large to suburban, rural, and 

city communities.  Mention items like skyscrapers, farms, forests, 
wild animals, etc. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Four: Counting and Numbers 0 to 10 

Chapter 4 (3-4 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.c 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you compose/decompose number to 10? 
How do you identify numerals to 10? 
What does one more mean? 
What does one less mean? 
What does fewer mean? 
How can you use your fingers and toes to represent a number? 

Unit/Content 1. Composing and Decomposing 5 
2. Counting and Ordering Up to 10 
3. Using Your Fingers and Toes to Count On 
4. Same Number and More 
5. Fewer Than 
6. How Many in All? 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Composing and Decomposing 5 

 Compose numbers through 5 

 Decompose numbers through 5 
2. Counting and Ordering Up to 10 

 Review counting and one-to-one correspondence 

 Pair number names with numerals 

 Order numbers 0 to 10 

 Understand the concept of one more 
3. Using Your Fingers and Toes to Count On 

 Know that fingers can represent a set of objects up to 10 

 Know that fingers and toes can represent a set of objects up to 20 

 Determine one more 
4. Same Number and More 

 Understand and show the meaning of same and more 

 Know how many more 
5. Fewer Than 

 Review one more 

 Understand and show the meaning of less 
6. How Many in All? 

 Use more and less to compare number values 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Four: Counting and Numbers 0 to 10 

Chapter 4 (3-4 weeks) 
Assessments Class participation 

Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 4) 
Numeral Cards 
Counters 
Connecting Cubes 
Dot Cards 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read a picture book.  Have children count and compare the items on 
each page of the book.  Have children draw their own pictures and 
make up questions to go with their drawing. 

Music 

 Sing counting rhymes with the children (i.e. One, Two, Tie my Shoe, 
etc. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Five: Size and Position 

Chapter 5 (2-3 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you compare objects by size?  
How do you compare objects by length? 
How do you compare objects by weight? 
How do you describe the position of an object? 

Unit/Content 1. Big and Small Things 
2. Does it Fit? 
3. Positions 
4. ‘Before’ and ‘After’ 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Big and Small Things 

 Review size comparisons using big and small 

 Understand the concept of same-sized objects 
2. Does it Fit? 

 Explore the idea that only a few big objects fit into small spaces and 
many small objects fit into big spaces. 

3. Positions 

 Identify positions of objects in space. 

 Use appropriate positional language to describe and compare. 
4. ‘Before’ and ‘After’ 

 Use language such as before and after to describe relative position in 
a sequence of events. 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 5) 
Student Activity Cards 
Classroom Objects 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.B.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Five: Size and Position 

Chapter 5 (2-3 weeks) 
Connecting Cubes 
Counters 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Relate the words before, after, first, next, and last to the sequence of 
events in their weekly story.  Have the children retell the story using 
these words. 

Science 

 Relate the concepts big/bigger and small/smaller to explain how 
living things grow and discuss how they have changed.   

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Six: Numbers 0 to 20 

Chapter 6 (3-4 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.c 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.5 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you read and write numbers up to 20? 
How do you count objects up to 20? 
How do you compare groups of objects up to 20? 
How do you order groups of objects up to 20? 

Unit/Content 1. All About 10  
2. Numbers 10 to 12 
3. Numbers 13 to 16 
4. Numbers 17 to 20 
5. Compare and Order 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. All About 10  

 Review numbers 0 to 9 

 Count to 10 

 Read and write the numeral 10 

 Rote count to 20 
2. Numbers 10 to 12 

 Count from 10 to 12 

 Read and write the numerals 10 to 12 
3. Numbers 13 to 16 

 Count from 13to 16 

 Read and write the numerals 13 to 16 
4. Numbers 17 to 20 

 Count from 17 to 20 

 Read and write the numerals 17 to 20 
5. Compare and Order 

 Compare groups of up to 20 objects 

 Order groups of up to 20 objects 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 6) 
Number Train 0-10 (TR17 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Six: Numbers 0 to 20 

Chapter 6 (3-4 weeks) 
Connecting Cubes 
Student Numeral Cards 
Ten Frame (TR19) 
Counters 
Grid Paper (TR20) 
Coins 
Classroom Objects 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Discuss the opposites bigger and smaller from lesson 6.  Brainstorm 
a list of other opposites, being sure to include position words such as 
up/down, over/under, etc.   

Social Studies 

 Tell children that families are all different.  Conduct a class survey 
about families.  Include questions about siblings, pets, etc.  Count 
together the number of children who raise their hand for each 
question.    

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Seven: Solid and Flat Shapes 

Chapter 7 (2-3 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.A.2 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.B.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.B.6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 

 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What are basic flat and solid shapes? 
What shapes have faces, edges, and corners? 
What do these shapes look like (cube, cone, cylinder, sphere, pyramid, 
circle, triangle, square, rectangle, and hexagon)? 
How are solid and flat shapes related? 
What is a shape pattern? 
How do you put shapes together to make a different shape? 

Unit/Content 1. Solid Shapes 
2. Flat Shapes in Solid Shapes 
3. Float Shapes 
4. Flat Shape Pictures 
5. Shape Patterns 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Solid Shapes 

 Recognize basic solid shapes 

 Understand that some solid shapes have flat faces, edges, and 
corners and some do not 

2. Flat Shapes in Solid Shapes 

 Describe basic solid and flat shapes 

 Name basic flat shapes 

 Recognize the relationship between solid and flat shapes 
3. Flat Shapes 

 Draw flat shapes 

 Revisit big and small 
4. Flat Shape Pictures 

 Identify basic flat shapes within a scene 

 Make a picture using basic flat shapes 
5. Shape Patterns 

 Identify and extend a shape pattern 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/G/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/G/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/G/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.B.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/G/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.B.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/G/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Seven: Solid and Flat Shapes 

Chapter 7 (2-3 weeks) 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 7) 
Solid Shapes 
Attribute Blocks 
Classroom Objects 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 While reading the weekly story, ask children to identify and name 
shapes in the illustrations on each page.  Ask for other examples of 
shapes they see in the classroom. 

Art 

 Create artwork using shapes in a variety of colors.  Ask the children 
to present their drawings and name the shapes they used. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Eight: Numbers to 100 

Chapter 8 (4-5 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.c 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you count by twos? 
How do you count by 5’s? 
How do you count by 10’s? 
How do you count to 100? 
How do you count tallies? 
How do you sequence numbers from 1 to 100? 

Unit/Content 1. Counting by 2s 
2. Counting by 5s 
3. Counting by 10s to 100 
4. Numbers 20 to 49 
5. Numbers 50 to 79 
6. Numbers 80 to 100 
7. Numbers 1 to 100 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Counting by 2s 

 Recognize and use pairs for counting 

 Count by 2s 

 Use the counting by 2s sequence to count up to 20 objects 
2. Counting by 5s 

 Count by 5s up to 20 

 Keep count of numbers using tallies 
3. Counting by 10s to 100 

 Count to 100 

 Count by 10s to 100 
4. Numbers 20 to 49 

 Count to 49 

 Count from any given number to 49 
5. Numbers 50 to 79 

 Count to 79 

 Count from any given number to 79 
6. Numbers 80 to 100 

 Count to 100 

 Count from any given number to 100 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Eight: Numbers to 100 

Chapter 8 (4-5 weeks) 
7. Numbers 1 to 100 

 Count to 100 

 Sequence numbers from 1 to 100 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 8) 
Connecting cubes 
100 Chart (TR31) 
Counters 
Numeral cards 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Practice initial sounds in numbers to 100.  Ask children to say 
another word with the same initial sound. 

Physical Education 

 Set up activity centers(jump rope, jumping jacks, etc.).  In each 
center children should complete an activity either counting by 1s, 2s, 
5s, or 10s. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Nine: Comparing Sets 

Chapter 9 (2-3 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you compare sets of objects up to 20? 
How do you know if a number is fewer, less, or more? 
How do you know if a group of objects has fewer, less, or more than another 
group? 
How do you know if a number is the fewest or most? 
How do you know if a group of objects has the fewest or the most? 
What is a number train and how do you use it to count on and add? 
How do you count on using your fingers? 

Unit/Content 1. Comparing Sets of Up to 10 
2. Comparing Sets of 11 to 20 
3. Comparing Sets to Find the Difference 
4. Combining Sets 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Comparing Sets of Up to 10 

 Compare sets of up to 10 objects 

 Understand fewer, less, and more 

 Recognize and understand number trains (number line) 
2. Comparing Sets of 11 to 20 

 Compare sets of up to 20 objects 
3. Comparing Sets to Find the Difference 

 Understand most and fewest 

 Count the difference through comparing sets in one to one 
correspondence. 

4. Combining Sets 

 Count on 

 Add using number trains (number line) 

 Count on using fingers 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 9) 
Connecting Cubes 
Number Trains (TR33 and 35) 
Counters 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/C/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Nine: Comparing Sets 

Chapter 9 (2-3 weeks) 
Number Wheel (TR34) 
Dot Cards 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Introduce the use of –er and –est endings.  Discuss the meaning of 
fewer/fewest and  more/most.  Ask children for other words they 
know that have these endings. 

Social Studies 

 Make the connection between a number line and a timeline.  Explain 
that timelines show events in order. Discuss timelines for inventions, 
historical figures, etc.  

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Ten: Ordinal Numbers 

Chapter 10 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.B.3 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you sequence events? 
How do you sequence events using first, next, and last? 
How do you describe the physical position of an object using first, second, and 
third? 
How do you rank preferences using first, second, and third? 
How do you make a picture graph based on preferences? 

Unit/Content 1. Sequencing Events 
2. Physical Position 
3. Showing Your Preferences 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Sequencing Events 

 Sequence events 

 Understand first, next, and last to sequence events 

 Understand first, second, third, and last to sequence events 
2. Physical Position 

 Understand first, second, and third in terms of physical position 

 Understand before and after in terms of physical position 
3. Showing Your Preferences 

 Rank preferences using first, second, and third 

 Make picture graphs based on preferences 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 10) 
Student Activity Cards 
Lion, elephant, and bear faces (TR38-40) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read their weekly story.  As you read encourage children to think 
about what happens first, next, last, etc. Ask children to summarize 
the story with drawings and words.  Have children label each 
drawing with appropriate ordinal words. 

Social Studies 

 Use ordinal words to discuss the order of events in early US history, 
lives of historical figures, etc.  

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/B/3/


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Eleven: Calendar Patterns 

Chapter 11 (1 week) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.B.3 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What are the days of the week? 
How many days of the week are there? 
What is the order of the days of the week? 
How do you read a calendar? 
What does it mean to be before, after, and between? 
What are the months of the year? 
What is the order of the months of the year? 
How many months are there in a year? 
How do you make and read a pictograph? 

Unit/Content 1. Days of the Week 
2. Months of the Year 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Days of the Week 

 Know the days of the week and how many there are. 

 Understand today, tomorrow, and yesterday. 

 Understand how to read a weekly calendar. 

 Review before, after, and between. 

 Order the days of the week. 
2. Months of the Year 

 Know the months of the year and how many there are. 

 Order the months of the year. 

 Review before, after, and between. 

 Make and interpret pictographs. 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 11) 
Calendar Page 
Student Activity Cards 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 At the classroom calendar, ask children to point out words with 
capital letters and try to identify the words.  Guide the children to 
see that the days of the week and the moths of the year begin with 
capital letters. 

Science 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/B/3/


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Eleven: Calendar Patterns 

Chapter 11 (1 week) 
 Discuss the weather forecast feature on news programs and 

websites. Show a weather forecast for a week from a weather 
website.  Have children create their own one-week calendar to 
record the weather in pictures and temperatures. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Twelve: Counting On and Counting Back 

Chapter 12 (1 -2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.c 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.C.6 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you count back and count on using fingers or other objects? 
How do you count on and back to find the difference between two sets? 

Unit/Content 1. Counting On to 10 
2. Counting Back Using Fingers 
3. Finding Differences Using Fingers 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Counting On to 10 

 Revisit associating fingers with numbers 

 Revisit ordering numbers to 10 

 Revisit comparing using one-to-one correspondence 
2. Counting Back Using Fingers 

 Count back using fingers 

 Count back using other representations 
3. Finding Differences Using Fingers 

 Revisit more and fewer 

 Count up and back to find the difference between two sets 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 12) 
Numeral Cards 
Connecting Cubes 
Counters 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Display Anno’s Counting Book Big Book by Mitsumasa Anno.  Invite 
children to tell stories about the pictures.  Have them count up and 
count back to compare the number of different objects that appear 
on the pages.  Have children draw their own pictures for a counting 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/C/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Twelve: Counting On and Counting Back 

Chapter 12 (1 -2 weeks) 
book. 

Physical Education 

 Use masking tape to make number lies on the floor.  Have children 
hop forward and backward as they count on and back. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Thirteen: Patterns 

Chapter 13 (1 week) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.A.2 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you identify patterns? 
How do you know what will come next in a pattern? 
How do you know what is missing in a pattern? 
How do you create an ABABA, AABAAB, ABBABB pattern? 

Unit/Content 1. Repeating Patterns 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Repeating Patterns 

 Recognize, extend, and create a repeating pattern. 

 Identify a missing portion of a repeating pattern.  

 Create ABABABA, AABAAB, ABBABBA, and ABCABCABC repeating 
patterns. 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 13) 
Attribute blocks 
Student Activity Cards 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Present patterns from the chapter, for example, square, triangle, 
heart.  Ask children to identify the beginning letter in each word.  
Have children create a word pattern by taking turns saying words 
that they know that begin with the letters s, t, h.  Continue with 
other patterns. 

Art 

 Have children create artwork with shapes that include patterns.  
Allow the children to present their artwork and describe the 
patterns. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/G/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Fourteen: Number Facts 

Chapter 14 (2-3 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.c 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.NBT.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you compose and decompose numbers to 20 using five frames and ten 
frames? 
How do you combine sets to make 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10? 
How do you count on using a number line? 
How do you count on to find the difference? 
How do you combine two sets to find how many more for sums through 15? 

Unit/Content 1. Number Facts to 10  
2. Combining Sets 
3. Composing and Decomposing Numbers to 20 
4. Counting On 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Number Facts to 10  

 Review composing and decomposing numbers through 5 

 Compose numbers through 10 

 Decompose numbers through 10 
2. Combining Sets 

 Combine sets to make 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 
3. Composing and Decomposing Numbers to 20 

 Compose numbers to 20 with five frames and ten frames 

 Decompose numbers to 20 with five frames and ten frames 
4. Counting On 

 Count on using a number line 

 Count on to find the difference 

 Combine two sets to find how many more for sums through 15 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 14) 
Connecting Cubes 
Numeral Cards 
Counters 
Five Frames 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/C/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.NBT.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Fourteen: Number Facts 

Chapter 14 (2-3 weeks) 
Ten Frames 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Have children tell stories about the scenes from the Big Book.  Ask 
them to explain what the people and animals on each page are doing 
and describe what they look like.   

Science 

 Point out animals and insects from the Big Book.  Discuss the 
features of each, specifically how many legs, wings, eyes, etc. they 
each have.  Have them describe how the animals are alike and 
different. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Fifteen: Length and Height 

Chapter 15 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4.c 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.2 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you measure length and height? 
How do you compare length and height? 
How do you use nonstandard units to measure and compare length and height? 
 

Unit/Content 1. Comparing Lengths 
2. Comparing Lengths Using Non-Standard Units 
3. Comparing Heights Using Non-Standard Units 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Comparing Lengths 

 Review long, short, longest, shortest, longer, and shorter 

 Compare lengths 
2. Comparing Lengths Using Non-Standard Units 

 Understand that more units are needed to measure a longer object 
than a shorter object 

 Find differences in lengths using nonstandard units 
3. Comparing Heights Using Non-Standard Units 

 Understand tallest and shortest in terms of height 

 Use nonstandard units to measure and compare heights 

 Understand that more units are needed to measure a taller object 
than a shorter object 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 15) 
Numeral Cards 
Connecting Cubes 
Classroom Objects 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Explain that long, short, and tall are describing words, or adjectives, 
and are used to talk about objects.  Have children point out things in 
the classroom that are long, short, and tall.  Then ask them to think 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/B/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Fifteen: Length and Height 

Chapter 15 (1-2 weeks) 
of other describing words for each object.   

Physical Education 

 Put children in small groups to see how far they can jump.  Each child 
jumps while others in the group mark their landing point.  Compare 
the length of each jump and measure the lengths with non-standard 
units. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Sixteen: Classifying and Sorting 

Chapter 16 (1 week) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.A.2 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you classify objects by shape, size, color, or special attributes? 
How do you sort by more than one attribute? 

Unit/Content 1. Classifying Things by One Attribute 
2. Classifying and Sorting Things by Two Attributes 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Classifying Things by One Attribute 

 Classify objects using one attribute (color, size, shape, special 
features.) 

 Identify objects that do not belong to a set. 
2. Classifying and Sorting Things by Two Attributes 

 Classify objects according to two attributes.  

 Classify objects according to three attributes. 

 Sort objects by one or two attributes (color, size, shape, special 
features.) 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 16) 
Connecting Cubes 
Counters 
Attribute Blocks 
Classroom Objects 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Practice comparing and contrasting.  Point out two objects in the 
classroom and ask children how they are alike and different.   

Science 

 Discuss attributes of objects we study in science.  Point out that 
different objects are hot/cold, fast/slow, soft/hard, etc.  Make a 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/G/A/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.B.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Sixteen: Classifying and Sorting 

Chapter 16 (1 week) 
chart including each of these attributes and ask the children to name 
things that fit into each category.   

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Seventeen: Addition and Subtraction Stories 

Chapters 17 and 18 (3-4 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.2 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you write a number sentence? 
What does the + and = represent? 
How do you make an addition sentence represent and addition story? 
How do you write a subtraction sentence? 
What does the - and = represent? 
How do you make a subtraction sentence represent a subtraction story? 
How do you use subtraction to find how many more? 

Unit/Content 1. Writing Addition Sentences and Representing Addition Stories 
2. Addition Facts to 5 
3. Writing Subtraction Sentences and Representing Subtraction Stories 
4. Comparing Sets 
5. Subtraction Facts to 5 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Writing Addition Sentences and Representing Addition Stories 

 Understand addition as the joining of two sets 

 Understand symbols + and =, and number sentence 

 Use symbols and numerals to write number sentences 

 Represent addition stories with addition sentences 
2. Addition Facts to 5 

 Practice fluency with addition facts to 5 
3. Writing Subtraction Sentences and Representing Subtraction Stories 

 Understand simple subtraction 

 Understand the minus – symbol 

 Use symbols and numerals to write number sentences 

 Represent subtraction stories with subtraction sentences 
4. Comparing Sets 

 Review how many more 

 Compare two sets and show the number sentence to answer how 
many more 

5. Subtraction Facts to 5 

 Practice fluency with subtraction facts to 5 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.C.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Seventeen: Addition and Subtraction Stories 

Chapters 17 and 18 (3-4 weeks) 
Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 

and associated materials (Chapters 17 and 18) 
Connecting Cubes 
Counters 
Symbol Cards (=, +, -) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Compare written word sentences to addition and subtraction 
sentences.  Ask the children to read addition and subtraction 
sentences as if they were word sentences.   

 Have children create their own story problems to practice oral 
language. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Eighteen: Measurement 

Chapter 19 (1 -2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.MD.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you know if something is heavy, heavier, light, or lighter? 
How do you compare weight and capacity? 
How do you know if an event takes more time or less time? 

Unit/Content 1. Comparing Weights Using Non-Standard Units 
2. Comparing Capacities 
3. Comparing Events in Time 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Comparing Weights Using Non-Standard Units 

 Review heavy, heavier, light, and lighter 

 Compare weights using nonstandard units 
2. Comparing Capacities 

 Compare containers according to capacity 

 Use the terms holds more, holds less, and holds the same amount 
3. Comparing Events in Time 

 Compare events according to duration 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 19) 
Balance Scale 
Connecting Cubes 
Classroom Objects 
Containers 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Discuss comparison language.  Review endings –er, -est.  Encoutage 
students to use comparison language to compare classroom objects 
and situations. 

Social Studies 

 Talk about different jobs and some of the activities that those jobs 
require.  Make a list of different jobs and activities.  Encourage 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/MD/A/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Eighteen: Measurement 

Chapter 19 (1 -2 weeks) 
children to make statements to compare the amount of time that 
the different activities take.   

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindergarten Math 
Unit Nineteen: Money 

Chapter 20 (1 -2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2 

CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What do the penny, nickel, dime, and quarter look like? 
What is the value of the penny, nickel, dime, and quarter? 
How do you add coins up to 10¢? 
How do you purchase objects that cost up to 10¢? 
 

Unit/Content 1. Coin Values 
2. Counting Coins 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Coin Values 

 Recognize penny, nickel, dime, and quarter. 

 Know the value of a penny, nickel, dime, and quarter. 
2. Counting Coins 

 Add coins up to 10¢. 

 Use 1¢ coins to buy up to three objects (up to 10¢.) 

 Recognize different combinations of coins that make up 10¢. 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 20) 
Plastic Coins 
Numeral Cards 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Children listen to a rhyme about coins in the first lesson.  Ask 
children to name as many words as they can that rhyme with coin 
vocabulary (i.e. penny, nickel, dime, quarter, cent, etc.) 

Social Studies 

 Discuss with children that people work to make money.  Associate 
these with classroom jobs.  Assign each classroom job a different 
value, up to 10 cents.  After children complete a classroom job, ask 
them to show in coins the amount that they have earned.  Ask them 
to show more than one combination of coins if possible.     

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/CC/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.CC.B.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/K/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.K.OA.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5


Kindergarten Math 
Unit Nineteen: Money 

Chapter 20 (1 -2 weeks) 
Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Grade Math 
Unit One: Numbers to 10 and Number Bonds 

Chapters 1 – 4 (3-5 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.7 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.8 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What are the different ways to show the numbers to 10? 
What role does organizing parts play in how we see numbers 1 to 10? 
What different things can be used to represent the number up to 10? 
How can we connect the numbers and words from 1 to 10 in a meaningful way? 
What is a number bond? 
How do number bonds help us to view parts of a whole?  
How do the symbols for addition and equal to help to organize our parts? 
How is subtraction the same as and different than addition? 
When do we use subtraction? 
What key works indicate that we should subtract?  

Unit/Content 1. Counting to 10 
2. Comparing Numbers 
3. Making Number Patterns 
4. Making Number Bonds 
5. Ways to Add 
6. Making Addition Stories 
7. Real-World Problems: Addition 
8. Ways to Subtract 
9. Making Subtraction Stories 
10. Real-World Problems: Subtraction 
11. Making Fact Families 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Counting to 10 

 Count 0 to ten objects 

 Read and write 0 to 10 in numbers and words 
2. Comparing Numbers 

 Compare two sets of objects by using one-to-one correspondence 

 Identify the set that has more, fewer, or the same number of objects  

 Identify the number that is greater than or less than another number 
3. Making Number Patterns 

 Look for patterns and relationships in numbers 0 to 10 

 Identify and create number patterns and relationships 
4. Making Number Bonds 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/B/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/C/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/C/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/8/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


First Grade Math 
Unit One: Numbers to 10 and Number Bonds 

Chapters 1 – 4 (3-5 weeks) 
 Use connecting cubes and math balance to find number bonds 

 Find different number bonds for numbers to 10 

 Analyze parts and whole 
5. Ways to Add 

 Count on to add 

 Use number bonds to add in any order 

 Write and solve addition sentences 
6. Making Addition Stories 

 Tell addition stories about pictures 

 Write addition sentences  

 Write addition stories 
7. Real-World Problems: Addition 

 Solve real-world problems using addition 
8. Ways to Subtract 

 Take away to subtract 

 Count on to subtract 

 Count back to subtract 

 Use number bonds to subtract 

 Write and solve subtraction sentences 
9. Making Subtraction Stories 

 Tell subtraction stories about pictures 

 Write subtraction sentences 
10. Real-World Problems: Subtraction 

 Solve real-world word problems using subtraction 
11. Making Fact Families  

 Recognize related addition and subtraction sentences 

 Write fact families 

 Use fact families to solve real-world problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 1 – 4) 
Counting cubes 
Number lines 
Counters 
Ten frames 

Interdisciplinary Language Arts  



First Grade Math 
Unit One: Numbers to 10 and Number Bonds 

Chapters 1 – 4 (3-5 weeks) 
Connections  Comparing written word sentences to addition and subtraction 

sentences 

 Reading and writing number words 

 Reading and writing addition and subtraction stories 
Social Studies  

 Apply the whole and part relationship to geography concepts (i.e. 
Earth as whole and continents as parts, etc.) 

Art 

 Color and number patterns 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Grade Math 
Unit Two: Shapes and Patterns 

Chapter 5 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.G.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.G.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.G.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7  

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What is a plane shape? 
What is a solid shape? 
How do we classify plane and solid shapes based on their geometric properties? 
How do we make composite shapes, models, and patterns with these shapes? 

Unit/Content 1. Exploring Plane Shapes 
2. Exploring Solid Shapes 
3. Making Pictures and Models with Shapes 
4. Seeing Shapes Around Us 

5. Making Patterns with Plane Shapes 
6. Making Patterns with Solid Shapes 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Exploring Plane Shapes 

 Identify, classify, and describe plane shapes 

 Make same and different shapes 
2. Exploring Solid Shapes 

 Identify, classify, and sort solid shapes 
3. Making Pictures and Models with Shapes 

 Combine and separate plane and solid shapes 
4. Seeing Shapes Around Us 

 Identify plane and solid shapes in real life 
5. Making Patterns with Plane Shapes 

 Use plane shapes to identify, extend, and create patterns 
6. Making Patterns with Solid Shapes 

 Use solid shapes to identify, extend, and create patterns 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 5) 
Attribute blocks 
Geometric solids 
Table of shapes (TR08) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Identifying, reading, and writing shape names 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/G/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/G/A/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/G/A/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP7/


First Grade Math 
Unit Two: Shapes and Patterns 

Chapter 5 (1-2 weeks) 
Social Studies 

 Finding similarities between plane shapes and geographic shapes 
(states, countries, continents) 

 Finding similarities between solid shapes and geographic shapes 
(Earth, mountains, hills, lakes) 

Art 

 Color and shape patterns 

 Creating pictures with shapes 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Grade Math 
Unit Three: Ordinal Numbers and Position 

Chapter 6 (1 week) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What are ordinal numbers? 
How do we write ordinal numbers? 
What do ordinal numbers tell us about objects? 
What are position words? 
How can we use position words to describe relative position? 

Unit/Content 1. Ordinal Numbers 
2. Position Words 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Ordinal Numbers 

 Use ordinal numbers (first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, 
eighth, ninth, and tenth) 

 Understand the sequential order of the counting numbers 
2. Position Words 

 Use position words (before, after, between, left, right, next, under, 
above, below, behind, in front of, up, down, near, far) to name 
relative positions 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 6) 
Connecting cubes 
Ordinal position table (TR12) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language arts 

 Comparing position words to sequencing words used in writing 

 Identifying, reading, and writing ordinal numbers and position words 
Science 

 Using ordinal numbers and position words to order steps in the 
scientific method and the design process (Chapter 2 – Pearson 
Interactive Science Program) 

Social Studies 

 Using ordinal numbers and position words to understand sequence 
of events in the early history of The United States 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6


 

First Grade Math 
Unit Four: Numbers to 20 and Addition and Subtraction to 20 

Chapters 7 and 8 (10-11 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.7 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.8 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.6 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What are the different ways to show the numbers to 20? 
What role does organizing parts play in how we see numbers 1 to 20? 
What different things can be used to represent the number up to 20? 
How can we connect the numbers and words from 1 to 20 in a meaningful way? 
How do number bonds help us to view parts of a whole?  
How do the symbols for addition and equal to help to organize our parts? 
What different strategies can we use to add and subtract? 
How can we relate inverse operations? 
What strategies can we create to solve addition and subtraction problems involving 
basic facts? 
What steps do we take to solve real world problems? 

Unit/Content 1. Counting to 20 
2. Place Value 
3. Comparing Numbers 
4. Making Patterns and Ordering Numbers 
5. Ways to Add 
6. Ways to Subtract 
7. Real-World Problems: Addition and Subtraction Facts 
8. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Counting to 20 

 Count on from 10 to 20 

 Read and write 11 to 20 in numbers and words 
2. Place Value 

 Use place-value charts to show numbers up to 20 

 Show objects up to 20 as tens and ones 
3. Comparing Numbers 

 Compare numbers to 20 

 Use the words greater than, less than, or the same as when 
comparing numbers to 20 

4. Making Patterns and Ordering Numbers 

 Order numbers by making number patterns 

 Skip count to make number patterns 
5. Ways to Add 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.8
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/6/


First Grade Math 
Unit Four: Numbers to 20 and Addition and Subtraction to 20 

Chapters 7 and 8 (10-11 weeks) 
 Add 1- and 2-digit numbers by grouping 10 

 Add 1- and 2-digit numbers using doubles facts 

 Add 1- and 2-digit numbers using doubles plus 1 facts 

 Add 1- and 2-digit numbers with and without regrouping 
6. Ways to Subtract 

 Subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number by grouping 10 

 Subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number using doubles facts 

 Subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number using doubles plus 1 
facts 

 Subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number with and without 
regrouping 

7. Real-World Problems: Addition and Subtraction Facts 

 Solve real world problems using addition and subtraction to 20 

 Identify which operation to use when solving word problems 
8. Problem Solving 

 Analyze parts and whole 

 Use problem solving strategies: 
Guess and check 
Solve part of the problem 

 Solve both routine and non-routine problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 7 and 8) 
Connecting cubes 
Spinner bases (TR14) 
Puzzle grids (TR15) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language arts 

 Use suffixes to compare numbers (-er, -est) 

 Introduce the suffix –teen, meaning ten more than 

 Identify, read, and write number words to 20 
Art 

 Draw numbers to 20 as tens and ones 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 



First Grade Math 
Unit Five: Measurement – Length and Weight 

Chapters 9 and 10 (2-3 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.MD.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.MD.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How can we compare lengths of two or more items? 
What kinds of units can we use to measure items? 
How do we measure the lengths of different objects? 
What words can we use to compare the lengths of items? 
How do we measure the weight of different objects? 
What units can we use to weigh items? 
How can we compare the weights of different items? 
What words can we use to compare the weights of different objects? 
Why is it important to use the same unit of measurement when comparing two or 
more objects? 

Unit/Content 1. Comparing Two Things 
2. Comparing More Than Two Things 
3. Using a Start Line 
4. Measuring Things 
5. Finding Length in Units 
6. Comparing the Weight Things 
7. Finding the Weight of Things 
8. Find Weight in Units 
9. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Comparing Two Things 

 compare two lengths using the terms tall/taller, long/longer, and 
short/shorter 

 compare two lengths by comparing each with a third lengths 
2. Comparing More Than Two Things 

 compare more than two lengths using the terms tallest, longest, and 
shortest 

3. Using a Start Line 

 use a common starting point when comparing lengths 
4. Measuring Things 

 measure lengths using non-standard units 

 understand that using different non-standard units may give 
different measurements for the same item 

5. Finding Length in Units 

 use the term “unit” to describe length 

 count measurement units in a group of tens and ones 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/MD/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/MD/A/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6


First Grade Math 
Unit Five: Measurement – Length and Weight 

Chapters 9 and 10 (2-3 weeks) 
6. Comparing the Weight Things 

 compare the weights of two things using the terms ‘heavy,’ ‘heavier,’ 
‘light,’ ‘lighter,’ and ‘as heavy as.’ 

 compare the weights of more than two objects using the terms, 
‘lightest’ and ‘heaviest.’ 

7. Finding the Weight of Things 

 use a non-standard object as a unit of measurement 
8. Find Weight in Units 

 use the term ‘unit’ when writing the weight of things 

 explain why there is a difference in a measurement when using 
different non-standard units 

 arrange objects according to their weights 
9. Problem Solving 

 Compare lengths and weights to solve real world problems 

 Use Problem solving stratiegies: Act it Out, Use a Diagram 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 9 and 10) 
Connecting cubes 
Craft sticks 
Measuring strips (TR18) 
Balance scale 
Classroom items to measure/weigh 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language arts 

 Use suffixes to compare the weight and length of things (-er, -est) 

 Review comparative vocabulary (tall, short, long, heavy, light) 

 Write comparative sentences about two or more objects 
Social Studies 

 Use length and weight comparative words to describe US landmarks 
and geographic features 

Science 

 Compare weights and heights of animals in Chapters 3 and 4 of the 
Pearson Interactive Science Program 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 



First Grade Math 
Unit Six: Picture and Bar Graphs 

Chapter 11 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.MD.C.4 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What are ways to display data? 
What do we use graphs for? 
How is data shown in a picture graph? 
How do we make a tally chart? 
Why do we use tally charts? 
How is data shown in a bar graph? 
How do we collect and organize data? 

Unit/Content 1. Simple Picture Graphs 
2. More Picture Graphs 
3. Tally Chart and Bar Graphs 
4. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Simple Picture Graphs 

 collect and organize data 

 show data as a picture graph 

 understand the data shown in picture graphs 
2. More Picture Graphs 

 draw picture graphs 

 understand the data shown in picture graphs using symbols 

 use addition and subtraction to interpret data in a picture graph 
3. Tally Chart and Bar Graphs 

 make a tally chart 

 show data in a bar graph 

 understand data in a bar graph 

 use addition and subtraction to interpret data in a tally chart and bar 
graph 

4. Problem Solving 

 Compare and classify data to solve problems 

 Make a systematic list to organize data 

 Use addition and subtraction to interpret data 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/MD/C/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/C/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/8/


First Grade Math 
Unit Six: Picture and Bar Graphs 

Chapter 11 (1-2 weeks) 
and associated materials (Chapter 11) 
Connecting cubes 
Number cubes 
Tally Chart and Bar Graph(TR24) 
Weather Graph (TR25) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language arts 

 Write sentences to interpret data on a chart or graph 

 Make a picture graph of the number of books read in one week 
Social Studies 

 Use charts and graphs to analyze data about population, recreational 
activities, etc. 

Science 

 Use charts and graphs to record data in experiments 

 Use a weather chart to record the weather 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Grade Math 
Unit Seven: Numbers to 40 and Addition and Subtraction to 40 

Chapters 12 and 13 (5-6 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.3 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.7 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.8 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.6 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What strategies can we use to add and subtract whole numbers? 
What patterns and relationships can we identify when adding numbers above 20? 
How do we add 2-digit and 1-digit numbers without regrouping? 
How do we add 2-digit and 1-digit numbers with regrouping? 
How do we subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number without regrouping? 
How do we subtract a 2-digit number from a 2-digit number with regrouping? 
How do we use a place value chart to show numbers up to 40? 
How do we find missing numbers in a number pattern? 

Unit/Content 1. Counting to 40 
2. Place Value 
3. Comparing, Ordering, and Patterns 
4. Addition Without Regrouping 
5. Addition With Regrouping 
6. Subtraction Without Regrouping 
7. Subtraction With Regrouping 
8. Adding Three Numbers 
9. Real-World Problems: Addition and Subtraction 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Counting to 40 

 count on from 21 to 40 

 read and write 21 to 40 in numbers and words 
2. Place Value 

 use a place-value chart to show numbers up to 40 

 show objects up to 40 as tens and ones 
3. Comparing, Ordering, and Patterns 

 use a strategy to compare numbers to 40 

 compare numbers to 40 

 order numbers to 40 

 find the missing numbers in a number pattern 
4. Addition Without Regrouping 

 add a 2-digit number and a 1-digit number without regrouping 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/B/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/C/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/8/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/B/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/6/


First Grade Math 
Unit Seven: Numbers to 40 and Addition and Subtraction to 40 

Chapters 12 and 13 (5-6 weeks) 
 add two 2-digit numbers without regrouping 
5. Addition With Regrouping 

 add a 2-digit number and a 1-digit number with regrouping 

 add two 2-digit numbers with regrouping 
6. Subtraction Without Regrouping 

 subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number without regrouping 

 subtract a 2-digit number from another 2-digit number without 
regrouping 

7. Subtraction With Regrouping 

 subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number with regrouping 

 subtract a 2-digit number from another 2-digit number with 
regrouping 

8. Adding Three Numbers 

 Add three 1-digit numbers by making 10, using doubles facts, or 
using doubles plus 1 facts 

9. Real-World Problems: Addition and Subtraction 

 Solve real-world problems 

 Use related addition and subtraction facts to check the answers to 
real-world problems 

 Analyze parts and whole 

 Use a diagram or model to solve real-world problems 

 Work backward to solve real-world problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 12 and 13) 
Connecting cubes 
Place Value Chart (TR13) 
Blank Counting Tape (TR20) 
Number lines 
Base 10 blocks 
Counters 
Number cubes 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts 

 Identify, read, and write number words to 40 

 Identify key phrases in word problems that indicate which operation 
to use 

Social Studies  



First Grade Math 
Unit Seven: Numbers to 40 and Addition and Subtraction to 40 

Chapters 12 and 13 (5-6 weeks) 
 Relate addition and subtraction with and without regrouping to 

properties used when counting, spending, and saving money 

 Calculate periods of time in years using subtraction of 2-digit 
numbers 

Science 

 Demonstrate the use of addition and subtraction with and without 
regrouping when analyzing data from experiments 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Grade Math 
Unit Eight: Mental Math 
Chapter 14 (1-2 weeks) 

CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.7 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.8 
 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What strategies can we use to mentally add and subtract 1- and 2-digit numbers? 
How can we use what we have learned to add and subtract without number lines, 
using our fingers, or drawing a diagram? 
How do we explain the strategies we use? 

Unit/Content 1. Mental Addition 
2. Mental Subtraction 
3. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Mental Addition 

 Mentally add 1-digit numbers 

 Mentally add a 1-digit number to a 2-digit number 

 Mentally add a 2-digit number to tens 
2. Mental Subtraction 

 Mentally subtract 1-digit numbers 

 Mentally subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number 

 Mentally subtract tens from  a 2-digit number 
3. Problem Solving 

 Identify patterns and relationships to solve problems mentally 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 14) 
 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts 

 Read and understand word problems 
Social Studies  

 Relate numbers to American symbols (US Flag, Landmarks, etc.) and 
ask the children to add and subtract mentally 

Science 

 Demonstrate the use of mental addition and subtraction when 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/C/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/8/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


First Grade Math 
Unit Eight: Mental Math 
Chapter 14 (1-2 weeks) 

analyzing data from experiments 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Grade Math 
Unit Nine: Calendar and Time 

Chapter 15 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.MD.B.3 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What is a calendar and what is it used for? 
What are the various features of a calendar? 
How do we write the date? 
What is a clock used for? 
What do you see on the face of a clock? 
How many numbers are there on the face of a clock?   
How do we read the time using the minute hand and the hour hand? 
How do we read the time when to the half hour? 
What does half past mean? 
Why is it important to know how to tell time? 
What activities do we do in the morning? 
What activities do we do in the afternoon? 
What activities do we do in the evening? 

Unit/Content 1. Using a Calendar 
2. Telling Time to the Hour 
3. Telling Time to the Half Hour 
4. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Using a Calendar 

 read a calendar 

 know the days of the week and the months of the year 

 write the date 

 know the seasons of the year 
2. Telling Time to the Hour 

 use the term o’clock to tell the time to the hour 

 read and show time to the hour on the clock 
3. Telling Time to the Half Hour 

 read time to the half hour 

 use the term half past 
4. Problem Solving 

 relate the time to daily activities 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/MD/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


First Grade Math 
Unit Nine: Calendar and Time 

Chapter 15 (1-2 weeks) 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 15) 
Calendar blank (TR30) 
Demonstration clocks 
Student clocks 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts 

 Reading and writing the date 

 Spelling and capitalizing months, days of the week, and holidays 

 Reading and writing the time in words 
Social Studies  

 Use calendars to explain the order of events in history 

 Use timelines to order events in key historical figures’ lives 

 Explain that most workers follow a time schedule, practice reading 
clock faces to understand the schedules 

Science 

 Discuss seasons and the months in which they occur, discuss the 
weather and holidays in each season 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Grade Math 
Unit Ten: Numbers to 100, Addition and Subtraction 

Chapter 16 and 17 (4-5 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.4 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.7 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.8 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.2.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.2.c 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.4 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What strategies can we use to add and subtract whole numbers? 
What patterns and relationships can we identify when adding numbers from 41 to 
100? 
How do we add 2-digit and 1-digit numbers without regrouping? 
How do we add 2-digit and 1-digit numbers with regrouping? 
How do we subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number without regrouping? 
How do we subtract a 2-digit number from a 2-digit number with regrouping? 
How do we use a place value chart to show numbers up to 100? 
How do we find missing numbers in a number pattern? 

Unit/Content 1. Counting to 100 
2. Place Value 
3. Comparing, Ordering, and Patterns 
4. Addition Without Regrouping 
5. Addition With Regrouping 
6. Subtraction Without Regrouping 
7. Subtraction With Regrouping 
8. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Counting to 100 

 count on from 41 to 100 

 read and write 41 to 100 in numbers and words 
2. Place Value 

 use a place-value chart to show numbers up to 100 

 show objects up to 100 as tens and ones  
3. Comparing, Ordering, and Patterns 

 use a strategy to compare numbers to 100 

 order numbers to 100 

 find the missing numbers in a number pattern 
4. Addition Without Regrouping 

 add a 2-digit number and a 1-digit number without regrouping 

 add two 2-digit numbers without regrouping 
5. Addition With Regrouping 

 add a 2-digit number and a 1-digit number with regrouping 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.B.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.C.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.8
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/B/2/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/B/2/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


First Grade Math 
Unit Ten: Numbers to 100, Addition and Subtraction 

Chapter 16 and 17 (4-5 weeks) 
 add two 2-digit numbers with regrouping 
6. Subtraction Without Regrouping 

 subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number without regrouping 

 subtract a 2-digit number from a another 2-digit number without 
regrouping 

7. Subtraction With Regrouping 

 subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number with regrouping 

 subtract a 2-digit number from a another 2-digit number with 
regrouping 

8. Problem Solving 

 Identify patterns and relationships to solve problems 

 Use deduction skills to solve problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 16 and 17) 
Ten rods and unit cubes 
Craft sticks 
Number lines 
Place value charts (TR13) 
Hundred Chart (TR32) 
Number cubes 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts 

 Review endings (-s, -es) that make words plural 

 Discuss the suffix –ty in twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, 
eighty, and ninety 

 Identify, read, and write number words to 100 

 Write addition and subtraction stories with numbers to 100 
Social Studies  

 Compare numbers to 100 with dollars and cents 

 Use addition and subtraction to 100 to calculate change 
Science 

 Use numbers to 100 to identify the temperature in degrees 
Fahrenheit 

 Calculate the change in temperature from morning to afternoon or 
day to day  

Technology Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 



First Grade Math 
Unit Ten: Numbers to 100, Addition and Subtraction 

Chapter 16 and 17 (4-5 weeks) 
Integrations ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Grade Math 
Unit Eleven: Multiplication and Division 

Chapter 18 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.G.A.3 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How is addition related to the concept of multiplication? 
How is sharing equally related to the concept of division? 
How do we make equal groups with a given amount? 
How do we find the number of equal groups in a given amount? 
How many ways can we make equal groups of the same amount? 

Unit/Content 1. Adding the same number 
2. Sharing equally 
3. Finding the number of groups 
4. Problem solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Adding the same number 

 use objects or pictures to find the total number of items in groups of 
the same size 

 relate repeated addition to the concept of multiplication 
2. Sharing equally 

 use objects or pictures to fins the number of items in each group 
when sharing equally 

 relate sharing equally to the concept of division 
3. Finding the number of groups 

 use objects or pictures to show the concept of division as finding the 
number of equal groups 

4. Problem solving 

 Compare, analyze parts and whole, and identify patterns and 
relationships to solve problems 

 Draw diagrams to solve problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 16 and 17) 
Connecting cubes 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/G/A/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


First Grade Math 
Unit Eleven: Multiplication and Division 

Chapter 18 (1-2 weeks) 
Counters 
cups 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts 

 Write stories about equal groups and sharing equally 

 Read and understand word problems 
Social Studies  

 Relate making equal groups to the manufacturing process i.e. boxing 
crayons and other goods 

Science 

 Categorize animals by number of legs, wings, etc.  Make and count 
equal groups. 

 Use repeated addition of groups of animal features to find total 
number of legs, wings, etc.  
  

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Grade Math 
Unit Twelve: Money 

Chapter 19 (2-3 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.1.OA.D.7 

CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.C.6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What does a penny look like and what is its value? 
What does a nickel look like and what is its value? 
What does a dime look like and what is its value? 
What does a quarter look like and what is its value? 
How do we find the value of a set of coins? 
Can two different sets of coins have the same value? 
How do we pay for items? 
How do we make change when paying for items? 
How do we find the cost of more than one item? 

Unit/Content 1. Penny, Nickel, and Dime 
2. Quarter 
3. Counting Money 
4. Adding and Subtracting Money 
5. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Penny, Nickel, and Dime 

 recognize and name the penny, nickel, and dime 

 understand that ‘¢’ stands for cents 

 skip count to find the value of a collection of coins 

 exchange one coin for a set of coins of equal value 

 use different combinations of coins less than 25¢ to buy things 
2. Quarter 

 know and name a quarter 

 exchange a quarter for a set of coins of equal value 
3. Counting Money 

 count money in cents up to $1 using the ‘count on’ strategy 

 choose the correct value of coins when buying items 

 use different combinations of coins to show the same value 
4. Adding and Subtracting Money 

 add to find the cost of items 

 subtract to find the change 

 add and subtract money in cents 
5. Problem Solving 

 solve real-world problems involving addition and subtraction of 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.1.NBT.B.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/NBT/C/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


First Grade Math 
Unit Twelve: Money 

Chapter 19 (2-3 weeks) 
money 

 Analyze parts and who to solve problems involving money 

 Skip count to solve problems involving money 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 16 and 17) 
Plastic pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters 
Exchanging quarters table (TR39) 
Hundred Chart (TR32) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts 

 Write stories about using coins to buy things and the change they 
will receive 

 Read and understand word problems 
Social Studies  

 Use plastic pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters to set up a 
classroom economy to practice buying and selling 

 Discuss saving and spending 

 Discuss jobs and earning money as well as volunteering  

 Learn about the historical figures and symbols on each coin 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Second Grade Math 
Unit One: Numbers to 1000 
Chapters 1 – 3 (6-7 weeks) 

CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.B.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.A.1.a 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.A.1.b 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.A.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.7 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.9 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8                        

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you use base ten blocks and a place value chart with numbers up to 1,000? 
How do you count by 1’s, 10’s, and 100’s to 1,000? 
How do you read and write numbers to 1,000 in standard, expanded, and word 
form? 
How do you compare numbers to 1,000? 
How do you order 3-digit numbers? 
How do you add 3-digit numbers with and without regrouping? 
How do you subtract 3-digit numbers with and without regrouping? 

Unit/Content 1. Counting 
2. Place Value 
3. Comparing Numbers 
4. Order and Pattern 
5. Addition Without Regrouping 
6. Addition with Regrouping in Ones 
7. Addition with Regrouping in Tens 
8. Addition with Regrouping in Tens and Ones 
9. Subtraction Without Regrouping 
10. Subtraction with Regrouping in Tens and Ones 
11. Subtraction with Regrouping in Hundreds and Tens 
12. Subtraction with Regrouping in Hundreds, Tens, and Ones 
13. Subtraction Across Zeros 
14. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Counting 

 Use base ten blocks to recognize, read, write, and represent 
numbers to 1,000 

 Count on by 1’s, 10’s, and 100’s to 1,000 
2. Place Value 

 Use base ten blocks and a place value chart to recognize, read, write, 
and represent numbers to 1,000 

 Read and write numbers to 1,000 in standard form, expanded form, 
and word form 

3. Comparing Numbers 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.B.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/A/1/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/A/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/A/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/A/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/A/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/B/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/B/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/B/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/B/9/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


Second Grade Math 
Unit One: Numbers to 1000 
Chapters 1 – 3 (6-7 weeks) 

 Use base ten blocks to compare numbers. 

 Compare numbers using the terms greater than and less than  

 Compare numbers using symbols  ˂  and  ˃ 
4. Order and Pattern 

 Order three digit numbers 

 Identify the greatest number and the least number 

 Identify number patterns 
5. Addition Without Regrouping 

 Use base ten blocks to add numbers without regrouping 

 Add up to 3-digit numbers without regrouping 

 Solve real world addition problems 
6. Addition with Regrouping in Ones 

 Use base ten blocks to add numbers with regrouping 

 Add up to 3-digit numbers with regrouping 

 Solve real world addition problems 
7. Addition with Regrouping in Tens 

 Use base ten blocks to add numbers with regrouping 

 Add up to 3-digit numbers with regrouping 

 Solve real world addition problems 
8. Addition with Regrouping in Tens and Ones 

 Use base ten blocks to add numbers with regrouping 

 Add up to 3-digit numbers with regrouping 

 Solve real world addition problems 
9. Subtraction Without Regrouping 

 Use base ten blocks to subtract numbers without regrouping 

 Subtract from 3-digit numbers without regrouping 

 Solve real world subtraction problems 

 Apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction 
10. Subtraction with Regrouping in Tens and Ones 

 Use base ten blocks to subtract numbers with regrouping 

 Subtract from 3-digit numbers with regrouping 

 Solve real world subtraction problems 

 Apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction 
11. Subtraction with Regrouping in Hundreds and Tens 

 Use base ten blocks to subtract numbers with regrouping 

 Subtract from 3-digit numbers with regrouping 

 Solve real world subtraction problems 

 Apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction 
12. Subtraction with Regrouping in Hundreds, Tens, and Ones 



Second Grade Math 
Unit One: Numbers to 1000 
Chapters 1 – 3 (6-7 weeks) 

 Use base ten blocks to subtract numbers with regrouping 

 Subtract from 3-digit numbers with regrouping 

 Solve real world subtraction problems 

 Apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction 
13. Subtraction Across Zeros 

 Use base ten blocks to subtract numbers with regrouping 

 Subtract from 3-digit numbers with regrouping 

 Solve real world subtraction problems 

 Apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction 
14. Problem Solving 

 Identify patterns and relationships to solve problems 

 Use a diagram/model to solve problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 1 – 3) 
Base-Ten Blocks 
Place Value Mats 
Place Value Chart 
Ten-sided dice 
Number line 
Number Cards 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Reading and writing number words 

 Reading and writing addition and subtraction stories 
Social Studies  

 Use addition and subtraction of 3-digit numbers to calculate 
distances on a map. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Two: Using Bar Models: Addition and Subtraction 

Chapter 4 (2-3 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.7 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.9 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8                        

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you use bar models to solve addition and subtraction? 
How do you apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction? 
How do you model addition as joining sets? 
How do you model subtraction as taking away? 
How do you model addition and subtraction as comparing sets? 

Unit/Content 1. Using Part-Part-Whole in Addition and Subtraction 
2. Adding on and Taking Away Sets 
3. Comparing Two Sets 
4. Real-World Problems: Two-Step Problems 
5. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Using Part-Part-Whole in Addition and Subtraction 

 Use bar models to solve addition and subtraction problems 

 Apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction 
2. Adding on and Taking Away Sets 

 Model addition as joining sets 

 Model subtraction as taking away 

 Apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction 
3. Comparing Two Sets 

 Model addition and subtraction as comparing sets 

 Apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction 
4. Real-World Problems: Two-Step Problems 

 Use bar models to solve two-step addition and subtraction problems 

 Apply the inverse operations of addition and subtraction 
5. Problem Solving 

 Analyze parts and whole to solve problems 

 Use a diagram/model to solve problems 

 Use before-and-after concept to solve problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.9
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8


Second Grade Math 
Unit Two: Using Bar Models: Addition and Subtraction 

Chapter 4 (2-3 weeks) 
Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 

and associated materials (Chapter 4) 
Connecting Cubes 
Counters 
Paper Strips (TR07) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Reading and understanding word problems. 

 Writing their own addition and subtraction problems. 
Art 

 Use clay or play-dough to make bars of different lengths.  Break 
them into parts and put them back together to solve addition and 
subtraction problems. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Three: Multiplication and Division of 2, 5, and 10 

Chapters 5 and 6 (4-5 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.C.3 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.C.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6  

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you make multiplication sentences and solve multiplication problems? 
How do you make division sentences and solve division problems? 
How do you skip count? 
How do you use multiplication facts to find new multiplication facts? 
How do you write multiplication and division sentences? 

Unit/Content 1. How to Multiply 
2. How to Divide 
3. Real-World Problems: Multiplication and Division 
4. Multiplying 2: Skip-Counting 
5. Multiplying 2: Using Dot Paper 
6. Multiplying 5: Skip-Counting 
7. Multiplying 5: Using Dot Paper 
8. Multiplying 10: Skip-Counting and Using Dot Paper 
9. Divide using related Multiplication Facts 
10. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. How to Multiply 

 Use equal groups and repeated addition to multiply 

 Make multiplication stories about pictures 

 Make multiplication sentences 
2. How to Divide 

 Divide to share equally 

 Divide by repeated subtraction of equal groups 
3. Real-World Problems: Multiplication and Division 

 Solve multiplication word problems 

 Solve division word problems 
4. Multiplying 2: Skip-Counting 

 Skip count by 2s 

 Solve multiplication word problems 
5. Multiplying 2: Using Dot Paper 

 Use dot paper to multiply by 2 

 Use known multiplication facts to find new multiplication facts 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.C.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.C.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/A/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6


Second Grade Math 
Unit Three: Multiplication and Division of 2, 5, and 10 

Chapters 5 and 6 (4-5 weeks) 
 Identify related multiplication facts 

 Solve multiplication word problems 
6. Multiplying 5: Skip-Counting 

 Skip count by 5s 

 Solve multiplication word problems 
7. Multiplying 5: Using Dot Paper 

 Use dot paper to multiply by 5 

 Use known multiplication facts to find new multiplication facts 

 Identify related multiplication facts 

 Solve multiplication word problems 
8. Multiplying 10: Skip-Counting and Using Dot Paper 

 Skip count and use dot paper to multiply by 10 

 Use known multiplication facts to find new multiplication facts 

 Identify related multiplication facts 

 Solve multiplication word problems 
9. Divide using related Multiplication Facts 

 Use related multiplication facts to find related division facts 

 Write a multiplication sentence and a related division sentence 

 Solve division word problems 
10. Problem Solving 

 Identify patterns and relationships to solve problems 

 Look for a pattern to solve problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 5 and 6) 
Connecting Cubes 
Counters 
Craft sticks 
Dot Paper 
Hundreds Chart 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Reading and understanding word problems. 

 Have children write stories about sharing equally.  Ask for volunteers 
to present their story to the class. 

Science 

 Discuss the 5 senses. Ask children to name the body part that helps 
you see.  Line up the children and skip-count by 2s the number of 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Three: Multiplication and Division of 2, 5, and 10 

Chapters 5 and 6 (4-5 weeks) 
eyes in the class.  Ask the children to name the body parts that help 
you feel.  Skip count by 5s and 10s the number of fingers in the class. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Four: Metric Measurement: Length, Mass, Volume 

Chapters 7 - 9 (5-6 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6  
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.5 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you use a centimeter ruler and meter stick to measure length and height? 
How do you compare length and find the difference in two lengths? 
How do you draw a line of a given length? 
How do you measure mass with a scale in kilograms and grams? 
How do you compare and order masses? 
How do you use bar models to solve problems about mass? 
What is volume and how do you compare the volume of different containers? 
How do you use liters to estimate, measure, and compare volume? 
How do you use bar models, addition, and subtraction to solve real-world 
problems? 

Unit/Content 1. Measuring in Meters 
2. Comparing Lengths in Meters 
3. Measuring in Centimeters 
4. Comparing Lengths in Centimeters 
5. Real-World Problems: Metric Length 
6. Measuring in Kilograms 
7. Comparing Masses in Kilograms 
8. Measuring in Grams 
9. Comparing Masses in Grams 
10. Real-World Problems: Mass 
11. Getting to Know Volume 
12. Measuring in Liters 
13. Real-World Problems: Volume 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Measuring in Meters 

 Use a meter stick to estimate and measure length 
2. Comparing Lengths in Meters 

 Compare lengths 

 Find the difference in lengths of objects 
3. Measuring in Centimeters 

 Use a centimeter ruler to measure length  

 Draw a line of given length 
4. Comparing Lengths in Centimeters 

 Use a centimeter ruler to compare length of objects 

 Find the difference in centimeters in lengths of objects 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7


Second Grade Math 
Unit Four: Metric Measurement: Length, Mass, Volume 

Chapters 7 - 9 (5-6 weeks) 
5. Real-World Problems: Metric Length 

 Solve one-step and two-step problems involving length 

 Draw models to solve real-world problems 
6. Measuring in Kilograms 

 Use a measuring scale to measure mass in kilograms  
7. Comparing Masses in Kilograms 

 Compare and order masses 
8. Measuring in Grams 

 Use a measuring scale to measure mass in grams 
9. Comparing Masses in Grams 

 Compare and order masses in grams 
10. Real-World Problems: Mass 

 Use bar models to solve problems about mass 
11. Getting to Know Volume 

 Explore and compare volume 
12. Measuring in Liters 

 Use liters to estimate, measure, and compare volume 
13. Real-World Problems: Volume 

 Use bar models, addition, and subtraction to solve real-world 
problems about volume 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 7 - 9) 
Meter Sticks 
Centimeter Rulers 
1-kg Mass 
Measuring Scale 
Balance Scale 
1-g Mass 
1-kg bag of beans 
Chart for Recording Mass (TR19) 
Containers 
Measuring Cups 
Measuring Cylinders 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read Weight by Henry Pluckrose.  This book discusses how objects 
are weighed, compares the weight of familiar objects, and teaches 
the units in which we weigh objects. 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Four: Metric Measurement: Length, Mass, Volume 

Chapters 7 - 9 (5-6 weeks) 
 Read Millions to Measure by David Schwartz about Marvelosissimo 

the Mathematical Magician.  He teaches four children the history of 
measurement and explains both standard and metric measurement 
systems. 

Social Studies 

 Display a map of your school, neighborhood, or city.  Look at the 
map scale.  Have students measure the distances between objects. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Five: Mental Math and Estimation 

Chapter 10 (2-3 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.B.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.7 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.8 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.9 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What do the words ‘sum’ and ‘difference’ mean when referring to addition and 
subtraction? 
How do you add and subtract numbers with up to 3-digits mentally with and 
without regrouping? 
How do you use rounding to estimate sums and differences? 

Unit/Content 1. Meaning of Sum 
2. Mental Addition 
3. Meaning of Difference 
4. Mental Subtraction 
5. Rounding Numbers to Estimate 
6. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Meaning of Sum 

 Relate ‘sum’ to the addition operation 
2. Mental Addition 

 Add numbers with up to 3-digits mentally with and without 
regrouping 

3. Meaning of Difference 

 Relate ‘difference’ to the subtraction operation 
4. Mental Subtraction 

 Subtract up to 3-digit numbers mentally with and without 
regrouping. 

5. Rounding Numbers to Estimate 

 Use a number line to round numbers to the nearest ten 

 Use rounding to estimate sums and differences 

 Estimate and check reasonableness of answers 
6. Problem Solving 

 Identify patterns and relationships to solve problems 

 Simplify the problem to find answers 

 Estimate and check reasonableness of answers 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.B.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.8
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.9
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1


Second Grade Math 
Unit Five: Mental Math and Estimation 

Chapter 10 (2-3 weeks) 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 10) 
Number Cubes 
Number Cards 
Number Lines 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read Farmer’s Market Rounding by Julie Dalton about Miguel’s visit 
to a farmer’s market where he practices rounding numbers to the 
nearest 10. 

 Read and comprehend word problems. 
Social Studies 

 Relate estimation to spending and saving. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Six: Money 

Chapter 11 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.C.8 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

What do $1, $5, $10, and $20 bills look like? 
How do you show and count money using coins and bills to $20? 
How do you write dollars as cents and cents as dollars? 
How do you compare amounts of money? 

Unit/Content 1. Coins and Bills 
2. Comparing Amounts of Money 
3. Real-World Problems: Money 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Coins and Bills 

 Recognize $1, $5, $10, and $20 bills 

 Show and count money using coins and bills to $20 

 Write money amounts using $ and ¢ 

 Write dollars as cents and cents as dollars 
2. Comparing Amounts of Money 

 Compare amounts of money using tables 
3. Real-World Problems: Money 

 Use bar models to solve real-world problems involving addition and 
subtraction of money 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 11) 
Paper Bills ($1, $5, $10, $20) 
Plastic Coins 
Dollars and Cents Table (TR24) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read Arthur’s Funny Money by Lillian Hoban about Arthur’s funny 
attempts to earn money to buy a t-shirt. 

 Read and comprehend word problems. 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.C.8
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1


Second Grade Math 
Unit Six: Money 

Chapter 11 (1-2 weeks) 
Social Studies 

 Have children create a Who’s Who on American Money two-column 
chart.  In the left column, list or show a penny, nickel, dime, quarter,  
and $1, $5, $10, and $20 bills.  Have children identify and write the 
name of the President in the right column for each coin or bill. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Seven: Fractions 

Chapter 12 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.G.A.2 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.G.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you identify if a shape is divided into equal parts? 
What is a fraction? 
How do you read, write, and identify unit fractions for halves, thirds, and fourths? 
How do you compare and order fractions? 
How do you add and subtract fractions? 

Unit/Content 1. Understanding Fractions 
2. Comparing Fractions 
3. Adding and Subtracting Like Fractions 
4. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Understanding Fractions 

 Identify whether a shape is divided into equal fractional parts 

 Read, write, and identify unit fractions for halves, thirds, and fourths 

 Show fractions and a whole using model drawings 
2. Comparing Fractions 

 Compare two or more unit fractions using models of the same size 

 Order two or more unit fractions with or without the use of models 
of the same size 

3. Adding and Subtracting Like Fractions 

 Identify fractions that name more than one equal part of a whole 

 Use models to add and subtract fractions 

 Add or subtract like fractions 
4. Problem Solving 

 Use a diagram to solve problems involving fractions 

 Analyze parts and whole to solve problems involving fractions 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 12) 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/G/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.G.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/G/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.G.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1


Second Grade Math 
Unit Seven: Fractions 

Chapter 12 (1-2 weeks) 
Connecting Cubes 
Paper Strip Fraction Models (TR28) 
Pieces of a Circle (TR30) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read Apple Fractions by Jerry Pallotta about a group of elves who 
use apples to illustrate fractions.  Information about various types of 
apples is also included. 

 Read and comprehend word problems. 
Social Studies 

 Show children flags from many countries.  Point out flags that are 
divided into two equal parts: Indonesia, Ukraine; three equal parts: 
Nigeria, France, Germany, Ireland, Netherlands; four equal parts: 
Panama.  Have children choose and then duplicate one of these flags 
using construction paper and crayons.   

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Eight: Measurement: Length and Time 

Chapters 13 and 14 (3-4 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.5 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.6 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.7 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.9 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.1 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.2 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.3 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.4 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.C.7 
CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.D.9 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you use a ruler to estimate and measure length to the nearest inch? 
How do you compare lengths? 
How do you find the difference in lengths? 
How do you draw bar models? 
How do you use the minute hand to show and tell the number of every five 
minutes after the hour? 
How do you show and tell time in hours and minutes? 
How do you order events in time? 
How do you determine how much time has passed? 

Unit/Content 1. Measuring in Feet 
2. Comparing Lengths in Feet 
3. Measuring Inches 
4. Comparing Lengths in Inches 
5. Real-World Problems: Customary Length 
6. The Minute Hand 
7. Reading and Writing Time 
8. Using AM and PM 
9. Elapsed Time 
10. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Measuring in Feet 

 Use a ruler to estimate and measure length 
2. Comparing Lengths in Feet 

 Compare lengths 

 Find the difference in lengths of objects 
3. Measuring Inches 

 Use a ruler to measure length to the nearest inch 

 Draw parts of lines of given lengths 
4. Comparing Lengths in Inches 

 Use an inch ruler to measure and compare lengths 

 Find the difference in lengths of objects in inches 
5. Real-World Problems: Customary Length 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.NBT.B.9
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.3
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.C.7
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.D.9
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1


Second Grade Math 
Unit Eight: Measurement: Length and Time 

Chapters 13 and 14 (3-4 weeks) 
 Solve one- and two-step problems involving length 

 Draw bar models to solve real-world problems 
6. The Minute Hand 

 Use the minute hand to show and tell the number of every five 
minutes after the hour 

7. Reading and Writing Time 

 Show and tell time in hours and minutes 
8. Using AM and PM 

 Use A.M. and P.M.to show morning, afternoon, and night 

 Order events by time 
9. Elapsed Time 

 Determine how much time has passed 
10. Problem Solving 

 Identify patterns and relationships to solve problems 

 Make suppositions to solve problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 13 and 14) 
Foot Ruler 
Yard Stick 
Inch Ruler 
Analog Clocks 
Paper Clock (TR33) 
Blank Clock Faces (TR34) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read Inch by Inch by Leo Lionni about a clever inchworm who 
distracts a hungry bird by measuring many things. 

 Read The Grouchy Ladybug by Eric Carle about a very grouchy 
ladybug who refuses to share aphids with another ladybug.  He picks 
a fight every hour with progressively larger animals. 

Science 

 Show children several photos of sundials and discuss how they work.  
Create your own classroom sundial. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Nine: Multiplication Tables of 3 and 4 

Chapter 15 (2-3 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.C.4 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you skip count by 3s and 4s? 
How do you use dot paper to multiply by 3 and 4? 
How do you identify related multiplication and division facts? 
How do you solve multiplication and division word problems? 

Unit/Content 1. Multiplying 3: Skip-counting 
2. Multiplying 3: Using Dot Paper 
3. Multiplying 4: Skip-counting 
4. Multiplying 4: Using Dot Paper 
5. Divide Using Related Multiplication Facts 
6. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Multiplying 3: Skip-counting 

 Skip count by 3s  

 Solve multiplication word problems 
2. Multiplying 3: Using Dot Paper 

 Use dot paper to multiply by 3  

 Use known multiplication facts to find new multiplication facts 

 Identify related multiplication facts 

 Solve multiplication word problems 
3. Multiplying 4: Skip-counting 

 Skip count by 4s  

 Solve multiplication word problems 
4. Multiplying 4: Using Dot Paper 

 Use dot paper to multiply by 4  

 Use known multiplication facts to find new multiplication facts 

 Identify related multiplication facts 

 Solve multiplication word problems 
5. Divide Using Related Multiplication Facts 

 Find division facts using related multiplication facts 

 Write a multiplication sentence and a related division sentence 

 Solve division word problems 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/OA/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.C.4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1


Second Grade Math 
Unit Nine: Multiplication Tables of 3 and 4 

Chapter 15 (2-3 weeks) 
6. Problem Solving 

 Use a diagram to solve problems 

 Identify patterns and relationships to solve problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 15) 
Number Wheel (TR37) 
Counters 
Dot Paper (TR38 and 40) 
Number Cube 
Multiplication Cards (TR41) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read Spunky Monkeys on Parade by Stuart Murphy and count by 2s, 
3s, and 4s as a group of lively monkeys parade down the street.  

Science 

 Play Count and Catch. Have children pass a ball to one another as 
they skip count by 3s or 4s.  The first child says the first number in 
the skip-counting pattern as he or she tosses the ball to the next 
child.  This next child says the next number in the pattern, and so on.   

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Ten: Using Bar Models: Multiplication and Division 

Chapter 16 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.5 

CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you use bar models to solve real world multiplication and division 
problems? 
How do you write multiplication and division sentences to solve word problems? 
How do you use bar models to solve real world problems on measurement and 
money? 

Unit/Content 1. Real-World Problems: Multiplication 
2. Real-World Problems: Division 
3. Real-World Problems: Measurement and Money 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Real-World Problems: Multiplication 

 Use bar models to solve real-world multiplication problems 

 Write multiplication sentences to solve word problems 
2. Real-World Problems: Division 

 Use bar models to solve real-world division problems 

 Write division sentences to solve word problems 
3. Real-World Problems: Measurement and Money 

 Use bar models to solve real world problems on measurement and 
money 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 16) 
Counters 
Colored strips of paper 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Have children write multiplication word problems.  Suggest that they 
follow this format: 
1. State the number of groups.  For example, There are 3 groups of 

boys. 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.5
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.B.6
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1


Second Grade Math 
Unit Ten: Using Bar Models: Multiplication and Division 

Chapter 16 (1-2 weeks) 
2. State the number in each group.  For example, There are 4 boys 

in each group. 
3. How many of the items are there in all? For example, How many 

boys are there in all? 
Encourage children to illustrate their word problems and work with a 
partner to read and solve them.   

Art 

 Tell Children that artists use proportion in their drawings. Proportion 
is the size of an object as compared to other objects.  In works of 
art, objects that are far away are smaller and closer objects are 
larger.  Have children experiment with proportion by drawing a 1-
inch by 2-inch rectangle on 1-inch grid paper.  Then as children to 
double, triple, and quadruple the measurements before drawing the 
three bigger rectangles.     

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Eleven: Picture Graphs 

Chapter 17 (1-2 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.D.10 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you read, analyze, and interpret a picture graph? 
How do you make a picture graph? 
How do you read a key on a picture graph? 
How can you solve problems using picture graphs? 

Unit/Content 1. Reading Picture Graphs with Scales 
2. Making Picture Graphs 
3. Real-World Problems:  Picture Graphs 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Reading Picture Graphs with Scales 

 Read, analyze, and interpret picture graphs 

 Complete picture graphs 
2. Making Picture Graphs 

 Read and interpret picture graphs 

 Make picture graphs 
3. Real-World Problems:  Picture Graphs 

 Solve real world problems using picture graphs 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapter 17) 
Counters 
Picture Graphs (TR42-44) 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read Tiger Math: Learning to Graph from a Baby Tiger by Ann 
Whitehead Nagda about TJ, a Siberian tiger cub born at the Denver 
Zoo.  Four different types of graphs are used to track data about TJ.  

Science 

 Make a class graph labeled Our Favorite Season.  Have the children 
choose their favorite season and pick the corresponding symbol: 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.D.10
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1


Second Grade Math 
Unit Eleven: Picture Graphs 

Chapter 17 (1-2 weeks) 
snowflake, spring flower, sun, fall leaf.  Have the children tape their 
symbol on the graph.  Discuss the graph.  Ask: How many children 
like summer best?  How many more children like fall than spring? 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Second Grade Math 
Unit Twelve: Lines and Surfaces, Shapes and Patterns 

Chapter 18 and 19 (3-4 weeks) 
CCSS CCSS.Math.Content.2.G.A.1 

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP2 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP5 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP6 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP7 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP8 

Essential 
Question(s)/ 
Enduring 
Understandings 

How do you recognize, identify, and describe parts of lines and curves? 
How do you draw parts of lines and curves? 
How do you identify, classify, and count flat and curved surfaces? 
How do you identify solids that can stack, slide, and/or roll? 
How do you recognize and identify many solid and plane figures? 
How do you combine and separate plane and solid shapes in a figure? 
How do you build models using solid figures? 
How do you identify, describe, extend, and create patterns using different sizes, 
shapes, colors, and positions (turning)? 

Unit/Content 1. Parts of Lines and Curves 
2. Flat and Curved Surfaces 
3. Plane Shapes 
4. Solid Shapes 
5. Making Patterns 
6. Problem Solving 

Skills /  
Objectives 

1. Parts of Lines and Curves 

 Recognize, identify, and describe parts of line and curves 

 Draw parts of lines and curves 
2. Flat and Curved Surfaces 

 Identify, classify, and count flat and curved surfaces 

 Identify solids that can stack, slide, and/or roll 
3. Plane Shapes 

 Recognize and identify plane shapes 

 Combine smaller plane shapes to make larger plane shapes. 

 Separate larger plane shapes into smaller plane shapes 

 Combine and separate plane shapes in figures 

 Draw plane shapes and figures on dot paper and square grid paper 
4. Solid Shapes 

 Recognize and identify solid shapes 

 Build models using solid shapes 

 Combine and separate solid shapes 
5. Making Patterns 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/G/#CCSS.Math.Content.2.G.A.1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/#CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1


Second Grade Math 
Unit Twelve: Lines and Surfaces, Shapes and Patterns 

Chapter 18 and 19 (3-4 weeks) 
 Identify, describe, extend, and create patterns using different sizes, 

shapes, colors, and positions (turning) 
6. Problem Solving 

 Look for patterns to solve problems 

Assessments Class participation 
Teacher observation 
Activity/workbook  pages 
Unit Test 

Materials Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Marshal Cavendish International Math in Focus ©2012 
and associated materials (Chapters 18 and 19) 
Sets of Solid Shapes (cube, rectangular prism, cone, cylinder, pyramid) 
Flat and Curved Surfaces Table (TR45) 
Attribute Blocks 
Dot Grid Paper (TR54) 
Tangram Sets 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

Language Arts  

 Read Follow the Line by Laura Ljungkvist.  Children can follow the line 
as it loops and squiggles across cities and landscapes from morning 
until night. 

 Read Mouse Shapes by Ellen Stoll Walsh about three mice running 
from a cat.  They move shapes around to create pictures. 

Art 

 Have children cut several plane shapes pf various sizes and colors out 
of construction paper.  Children exchange shapes with a classmate.  
Using their classmate’s shapes, children create a picture with these 
new shapes and paste them on a large white sheet of paper.  Ask for 
volunteers to share their work with the class. 

Technology 
Integrations 

Teacher made Smartboard activities for practice and teacher modeling 
Brainpopjr.com videos 
ThinkCentral online materials 

 

 


